
Youth Exit Survey Comments 
 
This helps you learn about the importance of reproduction. This helped me consider abstinence outside 
of marriage bc it could lead to you breaking up and you won’t be there for your baby. I liked that the 
teachers were serious and funny at the same time. Nothing could be improved.  -Male 

I would recommend this bc it’s fun and they teach in such a way that is not AW-Kward. I considered 
abstinence outside of marriage bc I learned about the consequences of relationships & sex. I liked that 
the program gave me information & knowledge. -Female 

I’d recommend this so that friends would know what not to do. I learned new things. -Male 

I would recommend this to my friends bc it is very informational & is useful for the future. This made me 
consider abstinence outside of marriage bc it can be dangerous for the mother and scary to be left alone 
to care for the baby. I liked it that the presenters made it easy for us to understand and having 
doughnuts. No need to make this mo-bettah. Female 

I would recommend this bc they are not really aware of the consequences of their actions and life 
becomes hard. I loved the emphasis on sex and humanity are about reproduction-not everything has to 
be sexual. I liked how sex is good bc it is a part of God’s creation and yet good things can become tainted 
and become bad ‘oni for us. Outside of marriage, sex can become dangerous-for the mother, for their 
bodies, and their hearts. I loved how the leaders made it clear and real on how to manage your 
hormones and stay as far away from the “cliff” as possible.  Female 

Abstinence outside of marriage is a god thing bc sex outside marriage can be dangerous. Sex could be 
for lust or just for fun which isn’t good. I like how the leaders didn’t make the conversation very specific. 
Female 

I would recommend this to friends so they can learn the truth and not die from a crippling STD. That 
reason makes me consider sexual abstinence outside of marriage. I liked that this was very 
informational. No suggestions.  Male 

I would recommend this bc this is something everyone should learn and know to stay safe and to avoid 
having sex before marriage so that you can give yourself fully to the person in a lifelong, loving marriage.  
I loved God’s amazing design for everything and his amazing way to create life.  God has a great plan. I 
liked everything about this program, no improvements needed.  

 

 

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENTS: 

• Have more hands on activities (2 said this) 
• Make it shorter 
• More stories of how the leaders overcame their sexual pasts 

 


